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Aim & Scope
The journal will be comprehensively covering the subjects of policy and governance in interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary approach. Broadly, the conventional disciplines that can be covered may include:

- Public Administration
- Public Policy
- Political Sociology
- Political Science
- Political Geography and Anthropology
- Rural Studies/Development
- Regional Studies & Planning
- Legal and Juridical Sciences
- Urban Planning & Development
- Development Studies
- Gender Studies
- Environmental Studies
- Management Studies
- Economics and Social Work

The dimensions and manifestations of policy and governance can be organized into broader themes and sub-themes that can be divided into following major (applied) categories:

- Urban Areas & Communities
- Decision Making & Negotiation
- Democracy & Governance
- Development & Economic Growth
- Education, Training & Labour
- Environment & Energy
- Natural Resources Management
- Justice Delivery
- Gender, Race & Identity
- Globalization
- Health & Occupational Health
- Human Rights
- International Relations & Security
- Politics & Power
- Media and Communication
- Poverty, Inequality & Opportunity
- Public Finance
- Public Leadership & Management
- Science, Technology & Innovations
- Social Action & Philanthropy
- Social Policy
- Racism and Discrimination
- Regional Development and Transportation
- Institutions & Governance
- Culture, Art and Society
- Organizational and Information Technology
- Global and International Systems
- Military & Militarization
- Population, Migration, and Public Policy
- Economic Development
- Media and Social Media
- Military and Defence Policy

By bridging both academic and professional domains, the journal provides professionals, practitioners, researchers, students, and policymakers, and any other persons with information on developments in the field of policy and/or governance. - any other having practical significance and policy relevance.
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